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Highlights of the period April–November 1999

The new trend: helping to restore diversity
Demonstrating the value of agrodiversity in Ghana
New approaches, new methods, new mind-sets
Advances in survey methodology
Methodological papers in this issue
‘Vive WAPLEC: Vive le PLEC’: Guinée September 1999
The workshop at Pita
A visit to Moussaya, upper Niger
General remarks

MAY 1999 UNU/PLEC-BAG MEETING: SUMMARY AND DATA FORMS

D.J. Zarin, with inputs from Guo Huijun, Lewis Enu-Kwesi and Liang Luohui

ATTRIBUTES REQUIRED OF THE NEW EXPERT

Comments by Professor E. Laing

PAPER FROM THE DEMONSTRATION ACTIVITIES ADVISORY TEAM (DAT)

DAT facilitating the exchange of experiences in demonstration activities
Miguel Pinedo-Vásquez

SOME PLEC DEFINITIONS, WITH CODES FOR DATA-BASE PURPOSES
from the Editors

A DIARY OF MEETINGS ATTENDED BY PLEC MEMBERS, MARCH–NOVEMBER 1999

PAPERS BY PROJECT MEMBERS

Mapping of settlements in an evolving PLEC demonstration site in Northern Ghana: an example in collaborative and participatory work

Agrodiversity highlights in East Africa
F. Kaihura, R. Kiome, M. Stocking, A. Tengberg and J. Tumuhairwe

An enlargement of PLEC work in Mexico
edited from a proposal to PLEC by Carlos Arriaga-Jordán

A DIRECTORY OF PLEC DEMONSTRATION SITES, with date of firm establishment, names of cluster leaders and e-mail and fax addresses